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what happened at Marikana on 15 August 2012?  

• former National Union of Mineworkers and ANC general secretary 
• co-owner of Lonmin, paid R3mn/year for “general empowerment advice” 
• incriminating emails asking police and mining ministers for intervention 

Cyril Ramaphosa 
emailing Lonmin about 
August 10-14 violence: 
“The terrible events that 
have unfolded cannot be 
described as a labour 
dispute. They are plainly 
dastardly criminal and 
must be characterised as 
such. There needs to be 
concomitant action to 
address this situation.”  



what happened at Marikana on 16 August 2012?  



CityPress  
newspaper’s  
(partial) view 



Strikers were surrounded by heavily armed police and soldiers, 
and killed while fleeing from gunfire. The state forces were not 
“protecting themselves”. They participated in well-organised, 
premeditated slaughter. 
      We interviewed surviving miners and looked at physical 
evidence on the site of the massacre. What we found is even 
more shocking than the story presented in the media, even here 
in South Africa. Follow numbered events on the map above. 
     1: On the day of the killing about 3,000 striking miners were 
gathered on and just below the “mountain” (actually a small 
hill). Joseph Mathunjwa, president of their union, the AMCU, 
came and pleaded with them to leave to avoid a police attack. 
The miners refused. 
     2: Within 15 minutes of Mathunjwa leaving, the police and 
army laid razor wire, separating the strikers from the Enkanini 
informal settlement, where many of them live. Casspirs 
(armoured cars), horses and water cannon moved up to encircle 
the workers. 
     3: Some workers walked down to the razor wire to see if they 
could still get out through a gap. Witnesses say police near the 
“small koppie” (hillock) opened fire on them, probably with 
rubber bullets. Some workers fled through a five metre gap in 
the razor wire. They were met with a barrage of live fire from the 
police and many died. Images of this shooting were broadcast 
around the world. 
     4: Terrified strikers scattered in all directions, with a large 
number heading for cover by a koppie about 300 metres in the 
opposite direction from the wire. This “killing koppie” is where 
the largest number of strikers died. 
No cameras recorded this slaughter. But evidence remained on 
Monday, four days after the massacre. There are remnants of 
pools of blood. Police markers show where corpses were 
removed. We found markers labelled with letters up to ‘J’. 
     5-8: Other strikers were killed as they fled across the fields. 
Some examples are marked on the map. Shots were fired from 
helicopters and some workers, heading for hillock, were crushed 
by Casspirs. 
     By Monday the whole area had been swept clean of rubber 
bullets, bullet casings and tear-gas canisters. We also saw 
patches of burned grass, which local workers claim are the 
remains of police fires used to obscure evidence of deaths. view of researchers Thapelo Lekgowa, Botsang Mmope  

and Peter Alexander after worker interviews 

http://socialistworker.org.uk/art.php?id=29403 
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• South African police ordered several thousand striking platinum mineworkers 
– rock drill operators – off a hill where they had gathered as usual over the 
prior four days, surrounding the workers with barbed wire and firing teargas; 

• the hill was more than a kilometer away from Lonmin property, the 
mineworkers were not blocking mining operations or any other facility, and 
although they were on an ‘unprotected’ wildcat strike, the workers had a 
constitutional right to gather; 

• as they left the hill, 34 were killed and 78 others suffered bullet-wound 
injuries, all at the hands of police weapons, leaving some crippled for life, 
with 10 of the 34 shot dead while moving through a small gap in the fencing, 
and the other two dozen murdered – some apparently by police shooting 
from helicopters – in a field and on a smaller hill nearby, as they fled; 

• no police were hurt in the operation – although it appears that a sole miner 
with a pistol fired the first shot; 

• 270 mine workers were arrested that day, followed by a weekend during 
which state prosecutors charged the men with the ‘murder’ of their 
colleagues (under an obscure apartheid-era doctrine of collective 
responsibility), followed by an embarrassed climb down by the national 
prosecutor after the society registered utter disgust 



Nomgcobo Jiba Johan Smit 











women’s power at Marikana 



reproduction of labour power in context of 
residual apartheid-type migrancy 



women’s leadership: the late Paulina Masuhlo, 
ANC town councillor shot by police on 25 August 



women’s courage: march of 800 from Nkaneng to 
Marikana police station, under extreme duress 









in a Resource-Cursed site like 
South Africa, can Corporate Social 
Responsibility make a difference?  





IFC brags about Lonmin 



South Africa’s Resource Curse:  
mineral belt and infrastructure 

Marikana 



a way to frame poli-econ in South Africa? 



100 SA ‘independent-left’ books, 2000-12 
• A.Desai, Reading Revolution (Pretoria, University of South Africa Press, 2012). 

• M.Burawoy and K.von Holdt, Conversations with Bourdieu (Johannesburg, Wits University Press, 2012). 

• J.Daniel, P.Naidoo, D.Pillay and R.Southall (eds), New South African Review 2 (Wits University Press, 2012). 

• P.Bond, Politics of Climate Justice (Pietermaritzburg, UKZN Press, 2012). 

• D.Hallowes, Toxic Futures (Pietermaritzburg, UKZN Press, 2012). 

• F.Barchiesi, Precarious Liberation (Pietermaritzburg, UKZN Press, 2011). 

• G.Ruiters, The Fate of the Eastern Cape (Pietermaritzburg, UKZN Press, 2011). 

• N.Gibson, Fanonian Practices in South Africa (Pietermaritzburg, UKZN Press, 2011). 

• S.Essof and D.Moshenberg, Searching for South Africa (Pretoria, University of South Africa Press, 2011). 

• E.Cottle (ed), South Africa’s World Cup (Pietermaritzburg, UKZN Press, 2011). 

• E.Zuern, The Politics of Necessity (Pietermaritzburg, UKZN Press, 2011). 

• Symphony Way pavement dwellers, No Land! No House! No Vote! (Oxford, Fahamu Books, 2011). 

• F.Manji and S.Ekine (eds), African Awakening (Oxford, Fahamu Books, 2011). 

• J.Kilgore, Freedom Never Rests (Johannesburg, Jacana, 2011). 

• B.Maharaj, A.Desai and P.Bond (eds), Zuma’s Own Goal (Trenton, Africa World Press, 2011). 

• Etc Group, New technologies and the threat to sovereignty in Africa (Oxford, Fahamu Books, 2011). 

• A.Olorunnisola and K.Tomaselli (eds), Political Economy of Media Transformation in SA (New Jersey, Hampton Press, 2011). 

• P.Bond (ed), Durban’s Climate Gamble (Pretoria, University of South Africa Press, 2011). 

• H.Marais, South Africa Pushed to the Limit (Johannesburg, Jacana, 2011). 

• S.Buhlungu, A Paradox of Victory (Pietermaritzburg, UKZN Press, 2010). 

• J.Handmaker and R.Berkhout (eds), Mobilising Social Justice in South Africa (Pretoria, Pretoria University Law Press, 2010). 

• A.Essa, Zuma’s Bastard (Cape Town, Two Dogs, 2010). 

• J.Anbacher and R.Khan (eds), Sudafrika (Berlin, Association A, 2010). 

• A.Desai (ed), The Race to Transform (Pretoria, HSRC Press, 2010). 

• B.Freund and H.Witt (eds), Development Dilemmas in Post-Apartheid South Africa (Pietermaritzburg, UKZN Press, 2010). 

• Beinart, W.and M.Dawson (eds), Popular Politics and Resistance Movements in South Africa (Johannesburg, Wits Press, 2010). 

• N.Geffen, Debunking Delusions (Johannesburg, Jacana, 2010). 

• D.Pillay, J.Daniel, P.Naidoo and R.Southall (eds), New South African Review 1 (Wits University Press, 2010). 

• N.Mkhize, J.Bennett, V.Reddy and R.Moletsane, The Country we Want to Live In (Pretoria, HSRC Press, 2010). 

• J.Daniel, P.Naidoo, D.Pillay and R.Southall, New South African Review (Johannesburg, Wits University Press, 2010). 

• C.Death, Governing Sustainable Development (New York, Routledge, 2010). 

• P.Bond, R.Dada and G.Erion (eds), Climate Change, Carbon Trading and Civil Society (Pietermaritzburg, UKZN Press, 2009). 

• A.Nash, The Dialectical Tradition in South Africa (London, Routledge, 2009). 

• J.Saul, Revolutionary Traveller (Winnipeg, Arbeiter Ring, 2009). 

• V.Satgar and L.Zita, New Frontiers for Socialism in the 21st Century (Johannesburg, COPAC, 2009). 

• J.Cock, The War Against Ourselves (Johannesburg, Wits University Press, 2008). 

• M.Williams, The Roots of Participatory Democracy (London, Palgrave Macmillan, 2008). 

• T.Crawford-Browne, Eye on the Money (Cape Town, Umuzi, 2008). 

• J.Saul, Decolonization and Empire (London, Merlin Press, 2008). 

• H.Britton, S.Meintjes and J.Fish, Women’s Activism in South Africa (Pietermaritzburg, UKZN Press, 2008). 

• A.Kirsten, A Nation without Guns? (Pietermaritzburg, UKZN Press, 2008). 

• D.McDonald (ed), Electric Capitalism (Pretoria, Human Sciences Research Council, 2008). 

• A.Desai and A.Habib (eds), Racial Redress and Citizenship in SA (Pretoria, HSRC Press, 2008.) 

• A.Mngxitama, A.Alexander and N.Gibson, Biko Lives (London, Palgrave, 2008). 

• L.Ntsebeza and R.Hall (eds), The Land Question in South Africa (Pretoria, HSRC Press, 2007). 

• M.Legassick, Towards Socialist Democracy (Pietermaritzburg, UKZN Press, 2007). 

 

P.Bond, H.Chitonge and A.Hopfmann (eds), The Accumulation of Capital in Southern Africa (Berlin, Rosa Luxemburg, 2007). 

H.Leitner, J.Peck, E.Sheppard (eds), Contesting Neoliberalism (New York, Guildford Press, 2007). 

D.McDonald, World City Syndrome (New York, Routledge, 2007). 

F.Polet, The State of Resistance (New York, Sage Publications and London, Zed Books, 2007). 

J.Adesina (ed), Social Policy in Subsaharan Africa (London, Macmillan, 2007), 

P.Subiros (ed), Apartheid (Barcelona, Centre de Cultura Contemporania de Barcelona, 2007). 

A.Desai and G.Vahed, Inside Indenture (Pretoria, HSCR Press, 2007). 

W.Gumede, Thabo Mbeki and the Battle for the Soul of the ANC (London, Zed Books and Cape Town, Struik, 2007). 

V.Padayachee (ed), The Development Decade? (Pretoria, University of South Africa Press, 2006). 

S.Hassim, Women’s Organisations and Democracy in South Africa (Pietermaritzburg, UKZN Press, 2006). 

R.Pithouse (ed), Asinimali (Trenton, Africa World Press, 2006). 

N.Gibson (ed), Challenging Hegemony (Trenton, Africa World Press, 2006). 

A.Alexander (ed), Articulations (Trenton, Africa World Press, 2006). 

R.Ballard, A.Habib and I.Valodia (eds), Voices of Protest (Pietermaritzburg, UKZN Press, 2006). 

P.Bond, Talk Left, Walk Right, 2nd ed.(Pietermaritzburg, University of Natal Press, and London, Merlin Press, 2006). 

G.Gunnarsen, P.MacManus, M.Nielsen, and H.E.Stolten (eds), At the End of the Rainbow? (Copenhagen, SA Kontact, 2006). 

S.Buhlungu (ed), Trade Unions and Democracy (Pretoria, HSRC Press, 2006). 

D.Brutus, Poetry and Protest (Chicago, Haymarket Press and Pietermaritzburg, University of Natal Press, 2006). 

Centre for Civil Society, From Local Processes to Global Forces (Durban, UKZN Centre for Civil Society, 2005). 

P.Bond, Elite Transition, 2nd ed.(London, Pluto Press, and Pietermaritzburg, University of Natal Press, 2005). 

J.Saul, The Next Liberation Struggle (Toronto, Between the Lines, 2005). 

P.Bond (ed), Fanon’s Warning (Trenton, Africa World Press, 2005). 

L.Ntsebeza, Democracy Compromised (Pretoria, HSRC Press, 2005). 

P.Nel and J.van der Westhuizen (eds), Democratising South African Foreign Policy (New York, Lexington Books, 2004). 

P.Bond, Against Global Apartheid, 2nd ed.(London, Zed Books and University of Cape Town Press, 2003). 

S.Kimani, ed, The Right to Dissent (Johannesburg, Freedom of Expression Institute, 2003). 

K.vanHoldt, Transition from Below (Pietermaritzburg, UKZN Press, 2003). 

J.Ossenbruegge and C.Haferburg (eds), Ambiguous Restructurings of Post-Apartheid Cape Town (Muenster, Lit Verlag, 2003). 

A.Osmanovic (ed), Transforming South Africa (Hamburg, Institute fuer Afrika-Kunde, 2003). 

S.Terreblanche, A History of Inequality in South Africa (Pietermaritzburg, UKZN Press, 2003). 

F.Barchiesi and T.Bramble, eds., Rethinking the Labour Movement in the ‘New South Africa’ (Aldershot, Ashgate, 2003). 

T.Bell and D.Ntsebeza, Unfinished Business (London, Verso and Cape Town, RedWorks, 2003). 

O.Edigheji and G.Mhone (eds), Governance and Globalisation, Cape Town, University of Cape Town Press, 2003. 

J.Ossenbruegge and C.Haferburg (eds), Ambiguous Restructurings of Post-Apartheid Cape Town (Muenster, Lit Verlag, 2003). 

N.Alexander, An Ordinary Country (Pietermaritzburg, University of Natal Press, 2002). 

S.Jacobs and R.Calland, eds., Thabo Mbeki’s World (London, Zed Books and Pietermaritzburg, University of Natal Press, 2002). 

G.Hart, Disabling Globalization (Pietermaritzburg, University of Natal Press, and Berkeley, University of California Press, 2002). 

A.Desai, We are the Poors (New York, Monthly Review Press, 2002). 

D.McDonald (ed), Environmental Justice in South Africa (University of Cape Town Press, 2002). 

D.McDonald and J.Pape, eds., Cost Recovery and the Crisis of Service Delivery in South Africa (London, Zed Books). 

J.Duncan, Broadcasting and the National Question (Johannesburg, Freedom of Expression Institute, 2002). 

P.Bond, Unsustainable South Africa (London, Merlin Press, and Pietermaritzburg, University of Natal Press, 2002). 

S.Adams, Comrade Minister (New York, Nova Science Publishers, 2001). 

J.Saul, Millennial Africa (Trenton, Africa World Press, 2001). 

P.Bond, Cities of Gold, Townships of Coal (Trenton, Africa World Press, 2000). 

H.Marais, South Africa Limits to Change (London, Zed Books and University of Cape Town Press, 2000). 



asks that we 
“come to our 
senses about the 
implications of 
being integrated 
into the structures 
of global 
capitalism-
corporatism and 
about the 
implications of 
being a neo-
colonial satellite 
of the US-led 
neoliberal 
empire.” 

Sampie Terreblanche 



“Karl Marx had it right. At some point, capitalism can 
destroy itself. You cannot keep on shifting income from 

labor to capital without having an excess capacity and a 
lack of aggregate demand. That’s what has happened. 

We thought that markets worked. They’re not working.” -- 
Wall Street Journal, 12 August 2011 

Prof. Noriel Roubini,  
 New York University 
School of Business: 
one of the few who 
predicted 2008-09 

financial crisis 



stagnation in world GDP growth, 1960s-2000s 



inequality in 2011 
the worst amongst large societies 



racial-
apartheid 

‘Swiss 
cheese’ 

geography 
of white (and 
‘Indian’ and 
‘coloured’) 
areas, with 

bantustans for 
rural black 

Africans 
 
 



class-
apartheid 

‘Swiss 
cheese’ 

geography 
of formerly 
white areas 
and former 
bantustans: 

correlation of 
bantustans to 

current 
poverty and 
state service 

shortages 



declining SA manufacturing profit rate 
 

1948    1955   1965   1975   1986 
Source: Nicoli Nattrass, Transformation 1989 

Rate of Profit (as % of capital stock) deep-rooted capitalist stagnation 
due to ‘overaccumulation crisis’ (and 

then 1985 banking crisis) finally 
responsible for late 1980s break 

between white Johannesburg capital 
and racist Pretoria government 

similar US profit decline  



pre-1994 roots of neoliberalism: 
unilateral late-apartheid regime shift 

1) sanctions bite English-speaking business, 1985; 
2) F.W. DeKlerk transferred power from ‘securocrats’ 
to ‘econocrats’ by 1989; 
3) inward-oriented siege economy – state 
investments, border industrial zones, subsidies, low 
interest rates –– phased out, late 1990s; 
4) IMF macroeconomic advice adopted, 1989; 
5) longest depression in SA history, 1989-93; 
6) Iscor (state iron company) privatised, 1989; 
7) Value Added Tax installed, 1991;  
8) Normative Economic Model adopted, 1993; 



1990-94 roots of neoliberalism: 
African National Congress technocrats co-opted 
 
 

1) more than a dozen World Bank ‘reconnaissance missions’ 
(‘Knowledge Bank’) from 1990-94 in all sectoral areas (ANC 
made radical Mass Democratic Movement allies cooperate); 

2) ANC allowed intermediary agencies like Anglo American 
Corporation’s Urban Foundation thinktank and the 
Development Bank of Southern Africa to play crucial role in 
shaping transition in hotly contested fields like housing, 
water, energy, land, healthcare and education; 

3) October 1993 agreement to repay apartheid debt - $25 
billion in foreign loans from commercial banks, and 
somewhat more domestically – prevented subsequent ANC 
government from social spending; 



1990-94 roots of neoliberalism  
 
 

4) Interim Constitution in November 1993 assured 
property rights and ‘independent’ Reserve Bank (i.e. 
banker-biased, democracy-insulated); 

5) International Monetary Fund set the stage for 
other neoliberal economic policies – e.g. public sector 
wage and spending cuts –– as condition for December 
1993 $850 mn loan; 

6) IMF manager Michel Camdessus told Nelson 
Mandela to reappoint apartheid-era finance minister 
(Derek Keys) and central bank governor (Chris Stals). 



Pre-1996 roots of neoliberalism 
 
 

post-apartheid neoliberal consolidation 
 

1) General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (soon became the 
World Trade Organisation) hit South Africa hard in mid-1994, as 
fast-declining manufacturing protection reversed the 
anticipated gains of liberation for workers;  
2) in early 1995, dissolution of the dual exchange rate system (a 
‘financial rand’ used to deter international capital flight during 
the prior decade) and encouragement of stock market 
investment by international finance meant a huge inflow; 
3) then, on five separate occasions in the subsequent fifteen 
years, dramatic outflows and currency crashes of at least 25%; 
4) first of these runs, in February 1996, followed a rumour 
(unfounded) that Mandela was ill, and left the president and 
his team so psychologically shaken that they ditched their last 
left vestige, the Reconstruction and Development Programme 
ministry, and within four months imposed macroeconomic 
‘Growth, Employment and Redistribution’ neoliberal policies.  



“I am sure that Cecil John 
Rhodes would have given 
his approval to this effort 
to make the South African 
economy of the early 21st 
century appropriate and 

fit for its time.” 
 - Nelson Mandela, launching the Mandela Rhodes Foundation, 25 August 2003  

 

  



results of neoliberalism 
 
 

• society became much more unequal, with the Gini 
coefficient up from an extremely high 0.60 in 1994 to 
0.72 in 2006;  
• unemployment doubled to a rate around 40% (if 
those who have given up looking for work are 
counted, around 25% otherwise); 
• state delivery of houses, water/sanitation,  
electricity, healthcare and education are considered 
either inferior or more expensive than during 
apartheid; 
• a ‘general decline in the state of the environment’ 
since 1994, according to the leading state regulatory 
official following a 2006 ecological audit;  



results of neoliberalism 
 
 
• to finance state infrastructure spending and steady tax cuts for 
corporations (down from a rate of nearly 50% in 1994 to less than 30% 
today), Manuel engineered a parasitical growth process that looks 
impressive at surface level – a 5 percent GDP increase for much of the 
2000s – but isn’t; 
• GDP growth fails to incorporate the depletion of non-renewable 
resources, and if such calculation is adjusted, SA would have a net negative 
per person rate of national wealth accumulation, according to even the 
World Bank; 
• most profitable sectors of the SA economy, as everywhere, have been 
finance, insurance and real estate, as well as communications and 
commerce, due to speculative and trade-related activity associated with 
late neoliberalism; 
• labour-intensive sectors such as textiles, footwear and gold mining shrunk 
by 1-5% per year, and overall, manufacturing as a percentage of GDP also 
declined; 
• private gross fixed capital formation was a meager 15-17 percent from 
1994-2004.  



root cause of crisis and neoliberalism 
 
 
• SA’s sustained overaccumulation problem in existing 
(highly-monopolised) industry, with manufacturing capacity 
utilization down to the high 70s percentage range during 
the early 2000s; 
• instead of funding new plant and equipment in this 
environment, corporate profits were redirected into 
speculative real estate and the Johannesburg Stock 
Exchange: there was a 50% increase in share prices during 
the first half of the 2000s, and the property boom which 
began in 1999 had by 2007 sent house prices up by a world 
record 400% (in comparison to just 100% in the US market 
prior to the burst bubble and 200% in second-place Ireland); 
• free-market macroeconomic and microdevelopment 
policies logically accompanied these structural shifts.  
 



five currency crashes, 1996-2008 



interest rate reactions 
Source of graphs: UNDP SA HDR 2003 

      

 

highest ‘real’ (after-inflation) rate in SA history 

removal of financial rand exchange 
controls, March 1995 



 

last year, only Greece had  higher 
interest rate (Feb 2011) 



SA banking profits amongst world’s 
highest (return on equity, 1996-2005) 

  

      

 

Source: ABSA Bank testimony to Competition Commission 



SA economy driven by consumers,  
in turn driven by credit surge 

Source: IMF 



World’s biggest 
property bubble: 
389% increase, 1997-2008 

Responsible for construction 
and finance (motor of 

economy, jobs) 



consumer debt reaches unprecedented heights 

Source: SA Treasury 



but credit card and home mortgage bond 
‘non-performing loans’ soared since 2007 

Source: IMF Executive Board Article IV Consultation, October 2008 

 



investment reaction to stagnation: capital strike 

      

 

English-speaking 

capital escapes 

to London 

SA’s biggest firms moved offshore, many after getting permission by 

Trevor Manuel to relist financial hq on London Stock Exchange 

Anglo American, DeBeers, Old Mutual, SA Breweries, 

Investec, Didata, Gencor (BHP Billiton), Liberty Life  



overproduction 
(proxy: manufacturing capacity utilisation) 

      

 



private-sector jobs crisis continues 
Gross fixed capital formation 

components of investment: renewed deindustrialisation since 2008 



labour market failure 
 ‘reserve army’ of unemployed youth 



our labour market is TOO flexible: 
SA workers amongst G20’s least protected 

 



from 2008-11, SA lost more 

formal jobs than any G20 

economy aside from Spain 



overall, SA workers lost wages 

compared to capital’s profits 

Wages/profits in 1994: 
54/46 

  

Wages/profits in 2011:  
43/57 



SA Treasury’s (brief) 
Keynesian moment 



SA has way lower debt 
than peer economies 

Malaysia, Brazil, 
Argentina, Thailand 

should Pretoria 
spend more to meet 

SA’s vast socio-
economic needs? 



 

 Moeletsi Mbeki:  
 

“Big companies taking their 
capital out of South Africa are a 

bigger threat to economic 
freedom than ANC Youth League 

president Julius Malema.” 
 



extremely high “current account deficit”, 
mainly dividend/profit/interest outflows 

trade deficit 

 our capital outflow 



The Economist, 25 Feb 2009 

current account deficit recently left SA 



our financialised economy:  

rapid rise in SA foreign debt, 
from $25 billion in 1994 to $80 billion in June 2010 to 

$104 billion in 2011  





a scene from Soweto, 1976  

protest - from racial apartheid…  



a few kms from Soweto, a scene from Riverlea, 
next to Soccer City, October 2009  

… to class apartheid 



 ubiquitous  
‘service  
delivery  
protests’ 

  







environmental 
degeneration:  

SA now amongst 
world’s worst five 

countries for  
eco-stewardship 

Yale/Colombia Universities’ Environmental Performance Index, 2012 
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SA soon to be ravaged by climate change 





Africa 
‘Resource 

Cursed’ 

‘Useful Africa’,  
Le Monde 
Diplomatique, 
February 2011 



Africa’s share of world mining – 19.5% in 1984 



Africa’s share of world mining – 10.3% in 2008 



1. South Africa       599 

2. Botswana        92 

3. Zambia            75 

4. Ghana             43 

5. Namibia           32 

6. Angola             32 

7. Mali                  29 

8. Guinea          21 

9. Mauritania  20 

 Tanzania  20 

 Zimbabwe  20 

Africa’s 
mining 

production 
by country, 

2008 



it is time to correct GDP bias (global) 
for pollution, resource extraction, etc  

A “genuine progress indicator” corrects the bias in GDP Source: redefiningprogress.org  





extraction! 
Where is the 

Wealth of Nations? 
 

World Bank 
method for 

adjusting savings 
to account for a 

country’s tangible 
wealth and 

resource 
depletion: 

The case of Ghana, 2000 
(per capita US$ measure) 

 



World Bank 
(minimalist) 
adjustments 
to ‘genuine 

savings’ 
fixed capital (-), 
education (+), 

natural resource 
depletion (-), and 

pollution (-) 
 

      

 



Where is 
Africa’s 
wealth? 

 

World Bank 
recording of 

African 
countries’ 
adjusted 

national wealth 
and ‘savings 
gaps’, 2000 

 
 
 
 





multinational corporate profits 
as a percentage of firm equity 

  

 

Source: UN Conference on Trade and Development (2007), World Investment Report 2007, Geneva.  

extractive industries 



 
African popular resistance 

 wave of recent protests: Tunisia, Egypt, 
Libya, Côte d’Ivoire, Algeria, Senegal, 
Benin, Burkina Faso, Gabon, Occupy 

Nigeria!, Djibouti, Botswana, Uganda, 
Swaziland, South Africa 
 
just a new round of ‘IMF Riots’ and 
‘popcorn protests’?  
 



95 

 
South African campaigns  
for decommodification,  
destratification and the  
deglobalization of capital 
• SA activists turning several ongoing  
struggles to turn basic needs into human rights: 

– free antiretroviral medicines; 
– National Health Insurance; 
– free water (50 liters/person/day); 
– free electricity (at least 1 kWh/c/d); 
– thorough-going land/housing reform; 
– free basic education; 
– renationalisation of Telkom for lifeline phone services; 
– prohibition on services disconnections and evictions;  
– a 'Basic Income Grant' ; and 
– the right to a job! 

• as ‘non-reformist reforms’, all such services should be universal, partly 
financed by penalizing luxury consumption. 

• interlocking/overlapping campaigns – but so far not unified due to 
macropolitical conjuncture (especially sustained Zuma faction within ANC) 



case study of successful  
SA-internationalist social  
movement advocacy for 

AIDS policy and solidarity:  
access to Anti-RetroVirals 

Gugu Dlamini 

•  1990s – US promotes Intellectual Property above all, so monopoly-
patented ARVs cost $10-15,000/person/year – way too expensive! 

• 1997 – SA’s Medicines Act allows ‘compulsory licensing’ (breaking 
patent for generic producers); 

• 1998 – US State Dept counters Medicines Act with ‘full court press’, 
Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) formed, stoning death of AIDS 
activist Gugu Dlamini in her Durban township due to stigmatization 

• 1999 – Al Gore for president, ACTUP! opposition to Gore, Seattle 
WTO protest, Bill Clinton surrender, ‘AIDS dissidents’ emerge  

• 2000 – AIDS conference in Durban, rise of Thabo Mbeki’s denialism 
• 2001 – ‘PMA-SA v Mandela’ lawsuit w Medicines sans Frontiers & 

Oxfam, while TAC imports Thai, Brazilian, Indian generics 



TAC’s Anti-RetroVirals campaign: 
 

 
 
  
 

Zackie Ahmat,  

Nelson Mandela 

• 2001 – Constitutional Court supports nevirapine,  
major World Trade Organisation (TRIPS) concession, Doha 

• 2002 – critiques of Mbeki, Manto Tshabalala-Msimang 
• 2003 – ANC compels change in state policy 
• 2004 – generics produced in SA, global AIDS funds increase 
• 2011 – 1 500 000 public sector recipients of ARVs 
• 2012 threats – fiscal conservatism, Obama’s Pepfar cuts 

strategic successes: 
• dramatic rise in life expectancy 

• policy advocacy success 
• commoning intellectual property 

• decommodification 
• destratification 

• deglobalisation of capital 
• globalisation of solidarity 



‘globalisation of people, 
deglobalisation of capital’ 

I sympathise with those who would minimise, rather 
than with those who would maximise, economic 
entanglement among nations. Ideas, knowledge, 
science, hospitality, travel - these are the things which 
should of their nature be international. But let goods be 
homespun whenever it is reasonably and conveniently 
possible and, above all, let finance be primarily 
national.  
-John Maynard Keynes (1933), ‘National Self-Sufficiency,’ Yale Review. 
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